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Abstract

Large language models are shown to memorize
privacy information such as social security num-
bers in training data. Given the sheer scale of the
training corpus, it is challenging to screen and
filter all privacy data, either manually or automat-
ically. In this paper, we propose Confidentially
Redacted Training (CRT), a method to train lan-
guage generation models while protecting the con-
fidential segments. We borrow ideas from differ-
ential privacy (which solves a related but distinct
problem) and show that our method is able to
provably prevent unintended memorization by ran-
domizing parts of the training process. Moreover,
we show that redaction with an approximately
correct screening policy amplifies the confiden-
tiality guarantee. We implement the method for
both LSTM and GPT language models. Our ex-
perimental results show that the models trained
by CRT obtain almost the same perplexity while
preserving strong confidentiality.

1. Introduction
Language models (LM) have rich real-world applications in,
among others, machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015),
AI chatbots (Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020), question answer-
ing (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019), and information retrieval
(Ganguly et al., 2015). The advent of transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017) has fostered a dramatic advancement in the
capabilities of generative neural language models, yet they
come at a cost to privacy, as the amount of excess parameters
in the LM enables it to memorize certain training samples.
Recent works show that sensitive user information from the
training dataset, such as address and name, can be extracted
verbatim from text generation models by querying the LM
as an API (Carlini et al., 2019; 2021; Lee et al., 2022). How
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to train a high-performing language model without memo-
rizing sensitive text has become a major research challenge.

Existing solutions to this problem primarily leverage differ-
ential privacy (DP) (Dwork et al., 2006).

Differentially private learning algorithms ensure that an
attacker could not infer whether a data point is used for
training, let alone extracting the sensitive information within
that data point.

However, there are several mismatches between the problem
of privacy that DP addresses, and our problem of preventing
the memorization of sensitive text (henceforth referred to as
confidentiality). First, confidential information in a natural
language dataset is sparse (e.g., the bulk of an email might
not carry confidential information). DP’s undiscriminating
protection for all sentences could be unnecessarily conser-
vative which limits the utility of the trained model. Second,
what needs to be protected is the content of the sensitive
text, rather than the data context. For example, in the sen-
tence “My SSN is 123-45-6789.”, it is the actual
SSN that we hope to conceal rather than the general infor-
mation that someone entered her SSN in a chatbot dialogue.
Thirdly, the same sensitive content could appear in many
data points, which makes the protection of the content more
challenging than protecting one data sample. These differ-
ences motivate us to treat the problem of confidentiality
protection in LM separately with new definitions.

Besides DP, we also consider classical techniques of redac-
tion and deduplication. Redaction refers to the process of
removing sensitive or classified information from a doc-
ument prior to its publication in governmental and legal
contexts. Deduplication is the procedure of detecting and
removing identical and nearly identical texts from a corpus.
The main challenge of applying these techniques is that it
is hard to manually redact a gigantic dataset and automated
tools are far from being perfect.

The contribution of this paper is fivefold.

1. We show that in the absence of a perfect screening pol-
icy, the risk of a language model memorizing sensitive
content is real and can be efficiently exploited with
only blackbox access to the model even if the learn-
ing algorithm satisfies the recently proposed notion of
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SYS: Hello, I am the customer support 
bot. What do you need?

USR: Hello robot. Where is my package?

SYS: May I have your full name?

USR: Yes, James Bing.

SYS: We will need the shipping address 
as well.

USR: Ok, it is 81171 Nguyen Ford North 
Crystalbury, MO 52398.

SYS: The tracking number is VD98ID6CXJ. 
What else can I do?

USR: I have all I need.

SYS: Hello, I am the customer support 
bot. What do you need?

USR: Hello robot. Where is my package?

SYS: May I have your full name?

USR: Yes, James Bing.

SYS: We will need the shipping address 
as well.

USR: Ok, it is 81171 Nguyen Ford North 
Crystalbury, MO 52398.

SYS: The tracking number is VD98ID6CXJ. 
What else can I do?

USR: I have all I need.

false negative

SYS: Hello, I am the customer support 
bot. What do you need?

USR: Hello robot. Where is my package?

SYS: May I have your full name?

USR: Yes, James Bing.

SYS: We will need the shipping address 
as well.

USR: Ok, it is 81171 Nguyen Ford North 
Crystalbury, MO 52398.

SYS: The tracking number is VD98ID6CXJ. 
What else can I do?

USR: I have all I need.

SYS: Hello, I am the customer support 
bot. What do you need?

USR: Hello robot. Where is my package?

SYS: May I have your full name?

USR: Yes, James Bing.

SYS: We will need the shipping address 
as well.

USR: Ok, it is 81171 Nguyen Ford North 
Crystalbury, MO 52398.

SYS: The tracking number is VD98ID6CXJ. 
What else can I do?

USR: I have all I need.

Redaction with a
policy with recall 0.9
and high precision
compromises
confidentiality.

Redaction with a
policy with recall 1.0
but poor precision
results in useless data.

false positives

Our results:
1. Provable confidentiality ensures that these two are indistinguishable!
2. Approximate redaction policy amplifies the confidentiality guarantee.

Raw sensitive textPerfectly redacted text

Figure 1. An example from simulated dialog dataset CustomerSim. The yellow highlights are confidential content (middle). Left shows
the text after Redaction by a sequence labeling policy π. However, if the policy is not perfect, there exists false negative or false positive
samples as shown on the right.

selective differential privacy (Shi et al., 2021).

2. Inspired by differential privacy, we introduce a new
definition of confidentiality which precisely quantifies
the risk of leaking sensitive text.

3. We propose CRT to train language generation models
while protecting confidential text. The method with
deduplication and redaction operations work even un-
der imperfect confidential text labeling policies.

4. We theoretically prove that CRT, combined with differ-
entially private stochastic gradient descent (DP-SGD),
provides strong confidentiality guarantees.

5. Our experiments on both MultiWOZ 2.2 and Customer-
Sim datasets show that different models trained by CRT
can achieve the same or better perplexity than existing
solutions (against the attacks of Carlini et al. (2019;
2021)).

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first that rigor-
ously establish the role of deduplication and redaction in
achieving provably stronger confidentiality (or the related
differential privacy) guarantees; and the first that achieve
provably confidentiality in transformer models with only a
mild utility loss.

Conclusion. In this paper, we propose confidentially
redacted training (CRT), a method to train language mod-
els while protecting the secret texts. We introduce a new

1DP-SGD uses Poisson-sampled Gaussian mechanisms (with a
random batchsize), thus cannot ensure all data points are seen and
some data points might be seen many times. One epoch means the
number of iterations that in expectation covers |Dpri| data points.

Algorithm 1: CRT
Input :Dataset D (after tokenization / splitting),

labelling policies π, πc, number of epochs T
1 D′ ← Dedup(D)
2 D′′ ← Redactπ(D′)
3 Dpri ← {s ∈ D′′|∃x ∈ s s.t. π(s, x) = 1 or ∃x ⊂

s s.t. πc(s, x) = 1}
4 Dpub ← {s ∈ D′′|s /∈ Dpri}
5 for e = 1, ..., T do
6 Run one epoch of SGD with Dpub

7 Run one epoch1 of DP-SGD with Dpri

8 end

definition of confidentiality which quantifies the risk of leak-
ing sensitive content. We prove the effectiveness of CRT
both theoretically and empirically on multiple datasets and
language models.

Broader Impact. This work will alleviate ethical con-
cerns of large-scale pre-trained language models. This paper
provides one promising solution to an important aspect of
NLP: training high quality language models for text genera-
tion without compromising confidential information. The
current use cases of language models involve pretraining on
public web corpus and fine-tuning on individual application
data. However, the private application specific data often
contains user-generated sensitive information. The proposed
method in this paper aims to use as much individual fine-
tuning data as possible, while does not leak or memorize any
confidential information with provable guarantees. Without
the method, one has to either use the general pretraining
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LM without fine-tuning or manually filter sensitive infor-
mation and fine-tuning on the remaining. It can be applied
in broader applications that need language models or text
generation models.

In our experiments, we use a simulation scheme to mimic
confidential content in a real corpus. We did not compromise
any real user’s confidential information.
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